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Email
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637284881

Skills

Languages

Initiative and self-management

Efficiency

Innovation

Problem solving

Creativity

Stress tolerance

Spanish

English

Software development specialist with more than 7 years of experience. I have skills to design,
plan and execute both simple and complex software solutions. Additionally, I have the ability to
manage, train and grow technical teams.

Work History

2019-05
- present

Senior Developer

Doofinder, Madrid

Doofinder has its own product focused on search. We handle software
applications with very strict requirements for the search of information in real
time, at the moment the user presses a key.

Teamwork to enable the fulfillment of objectives.
Leadership of a team of more than 4 people, task and priority
management.
Development of scalable solutions with high availability, resilience to
failures and automatic recovery capacity.
Execution of R&D projects, implementation in production and
evaluation/monitoring of the same.
Development of integrations with partners such as Shopify, Bigcommerce,
among others.

Technologies: Elixir, Python, Django, Bootstrap, Elasticsearch, Redis, AWS
EC2, AWS AutoScaling, AWS Cloudformation, AWS Lambda, Myslq,
Postgres, among others.

2017-02
- 2019-04

Python Developer

Sipay, Madrid

Sipay has very strict security requirements, since it is a payment gateway
and the information handled is sensitive.

Scalable and effective code writing.
API programming with scalability requirements, using asynchronous
programming technologies.
Integration of new payment methods such as Google Pay, Samsung Pay,
Amazon Pay, Visa Checkout, among others.
Software development for scheduled payments.

Technologies: Python, asyncio, python tornado, Bootstrap, Vuejs, C++,
Redis, Mysql, Mongodb, among others.

2015-09
- 2017-01

Full Stack Developer

Upwork and Internet, Alicante

During this period I was collaborating with different clients from different
latitudes of the world, clients from the United States, Mexico and Spain
among others.

Customer service, answering their questions and solving problems.
Full-Stack development of custom solutions, using technologies such as
Ruby on Rails, Python django.
Implementation and maintenance of software solutions.
Analysis of customer requirements and needs.
Maintenance of existing systems and correction of defects in the code.

Technologies: Ruby, Ruby on Rails, Python, Django, html, css, bootstrap,



Education

vuejs, angularjs, and many more.

2011-09
- 2015-06

Computer Science

Universidad Central de Venezuela, Caracas


